
2/17/2017 
KEXP Song of the Day “London” by Mega Bog 
Birgy’s vocals ooze over the synth as the track continues, creating free form poetry with a jazz-literate backing. 

2/6/2017 
Pitchfork album review “Happy Together” 
Happy Together, bubbles and abstractly teems without ever feeling excessive. Birgy flits through a sound that is both 
familiar and far-out. 

Tiny Mix Tapes album review “Happy Together” 
With a cool mastery of the contralto voice once coarsely navigated by Nico and the speak-sing delivery of Laurie 
Anderson 

2/3/2017 
Bandcamp Daily interview with Mega Bog 
Mega Bog’s second album, “Happy Together” evokes a different kind of lush, green fantasia—something about its 
wobbling saxophone and loosey-goosey guitar suggests a mysterious caper beneath the fronds of a vast weeping willow.  
—Laura Snapes, NPR, Bandcamp 

	 	 	 	 	 	    
1/11/2017 

Noisey premieres “Diznee” 
…features just the right amount of saxification…plus nimble guitars 
and an elastic, unpredictable vocal that truly delights… 

12/7/2016 
Stereogum premieres video for “London” 
A jazzy experimental rock track – spacious, warm, and eerie, 
with brass, guitar, and vocal melodies weaving in the ether. 

Gold Flake Paint on “Fwee” 
A long anticipated follow up to Mega Bog’s 2013 release “Gone 
Banana” this first fleeting glimpse of the curious and captivating 
magic in store on their second LP [Happy Together”]. 

11/3/2016 
Pitchfork reviews “Fwee” 
In less than two minutes, Mega Bog expresses the joy that can 
come from being yourself again. 

11/1/2016 
NPR Music Songs We Love: Mega Bog - “Fwee” 

“Fwee” makes literal Birgy’s observation that ‘Fweedom is certainly useful / Pouring love in a musical being.’ The song 
cracks open, allowing backmasked slivers of guitar and wriggling solos to flood out – a new tributary finding its path. 

Mega Bog 
photo Adam Gundersheimer

Mega Bog 
Mega Bog is the moniker of song-dribbler Erin Birgy, a Pacific 
Northwest rodeo child with an unmistakable laugh who was 
allegedly cursed upon conception. Over the past 8 years the 
band has stretched and wandered in a crescendo towards 
musical freedom. Now based in New York City, Birgy has 
adopted a band of wiggly jazz cartoons lifted from bands like 
Big Thief, iji, Big Eater, Causings, Hand Habits, Heatwarmer and 
others.  

Melodies always lush, erotic and free. Chords always dissonant, 
abstract and evolutionary. On their 2013 album Gone Banana, 
Bog settled into their homemade 
c l o u d o f p o p a n d j a z z . 
Spreading the discs around the 
world over countless tours of dim 
zones. On their new bug, Happy 
Together, Mega Bog leapfrogs 
further into the storm. Dizzying 
fusion of lounge, pop and 
bouncing rocks under poetic 
tantrums of love gone all the way 
wrong. Listen closer.
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